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Famous Art project by French artist Niki de Saint Phalle exhibited in the mid-
sixties in Holland. Niki also made the Sun God here at UC San Diego

The Mating Mind? There are several compelling reasons to see the action of sexual election in molding the 
human mind in both males and females. Arguing that the human brain and the distinctly 
human cognitive abilities it contributes to are most due to sexual selection is a tall order. 
Practice question: What regular feature of sexually selected traits does not seem to 
apply to the human mind? 
Extreme sexual dimorphism.

Painting our own peacock’s train?

 Jasmin Siddiqui „Hera“ und Falk Lehmann „Akut“

German artist Duo  Jasmin Siddiqui „Hera“ und Falk Lehmann „Akut“ known as 
“herakut”



Aesthetic Judgement

Aesthetic judgement normally entails some attribution to the artist of intelligence, creativity, 
skill, maturity, imagination, conscientiousness, and agreeableness – or their opposites. 


These in turn are taken, unconsciously, as inputs into other social assessment systems, 
principally mate choice, but also systems for evaluating offspring, relatives, friends, allies, 
and individuals in other biologically significant social roles. 

Miller, G. Journal of Anthropology 2011

Bower Bird Art

Attenborough in Paradise 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPbWJPsBPdA 

One of the best examples of animal art: the bower birds, where males of numerous 
species of New Guinean birds build elaborate and profoundly esthetics structures to 
woo the females. 
Practice question: Can you think of a non-human animal that creates art or art-like 
creations? 
Bowers of bower birds, underwater nests of pufferfish. 

Red headed weaver (Anaplectes rubriceps) Red headed weaver birds in east Africa build two nests, female try to destroy one of 
them and if satisfied by its quality, the female will mate with the male and use the other 
nest. 



Paradise Bird plumage and Displays

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWfyw51DQfU 

Animal performing arts can be found at one of its most elaborate levels on the 
same large tropical island in the birds of paradise. Animal species around the 
world perform ritual like behavior sequences in order to attract mates and gain 
mating opportunities.

Body Art Papua New Guinea Singsing festivals in Papua New Guinea where males preform and decorate their 
bodies among with bird of paradise feathers among other things. Parallels between 
human display and other animal display are common, especially in the domain off 
sexual selection.

Body Art (Karo tribe, Omo Valley, Ethiopia)
Body art in the Omo Valley of lowland Ethiopia. natural pigments from different color earth (red and 
yellow ochre and kaolin clay) are used in combination with flowers and other vegetation to create 
stunning body art in males and females, adults and children. 
Practice question: What were the first canvasses used for art by ancestral 
humans? 
Human skin, rocks, bark, egg shells, pieces of ochre.



Body Art (Surma tribe, Omo Valley, Ethiopia)
Dark skin contrast beautifully with white kaolin clay. In lighter skinned people, 
dark colors such as pitch or black iron oxide can generate similar contrasts.

The beginning of Human Art?

Chauvet Cave Andy Warhol

A negative hand contour, sprayed on by spiting a watery solution of coal from burnt wood is the 
oldest known art. 
Andy Warhol is an art icon who massively commercialized his art, which continues to be 
commercialized by many different parties after his death. 
Practice question, what was a common technique of the earliest art on stone 
surfaces? 
Spray-painting by spitting pigment mixed in water and an early form of air brush.

Venus Figurines? Birth of figurative Art?
Obesity and survival into middle age after multiple pregnancies may have been rare in the 
EuropeanUpper Paleolithic. We suggest that depictions of corpulent, middle-aged females were 
not “Venuses” in any conventional sense. They may, instead, have symbolized the hope for 
survival and longevity, within well-nourished and reproductively successful communities.



Idols, priestesses, women themselves or what?

Dixson, A. F. and Dixson, B.J., Venus Figurines of the European Paleolithic: 
Symbols of Fertility or Attractiveness?  Journal of Anthropology 2011

Panel of stone age figurines used to study modern human judgement of these creations

New Zealanders rating stone age art

Dixson, A. F. and Dixson, B.J., Venus Figurines of the European Paleolithic: 
Symbols of Fertility or Attractiveness?  Journal of Anthropology 2011

160 New Zealanders judged these figurines for several criteria

Attractiveness and estimated ages

Dixson, A. F. and Dixson, B.J., Venus Figurines of the European Paleolithic: 
Symbols of Fertility or Attractiveness?  Journal of Anthropology 2011

We suggest three possible roles for Venus figurines. Firstly, a minority of images may have been 
intended to represent young, sexually attractive and nulliparous adult females. These might 
truly be considered as “Venuses” in the conventional sense. Secondly, a subset of figurines 
represented changes in body shape during pregnancy and might be symbols of fertility. Thirdly, 
the figurines, depicting corpulent and often middle-aged women, may not have been “Venuses” in 
any modern or conventional sense. They may, instead, have symbolized the hope for survival 
and for the attainment of a well-nourished (and thus reproductively successful) maturity, during the 
harshest period of the major glaciation in Europe.



Measuring gaze dwell time and fixation

Dixson, A. F. and Dixson, B.J., Venus Figurines of the European Paleolithic: 
Symbols of Fertility or Attractiveness?  Journal of Anthropology 2011

Eye-tracking data (dwell times (open bars) and numbers of fixations (grey)made by men 
who viewed the Willendorf Venus, image 
14: the so-called “Brassempouy Venus”, and a front-posed image of a modern woman. 
Paired t-tests: ∗P < .05; ∗∗P < .01; ∗∗∗P < .001. 
Practice question: What technique was used to gage the visual attention of human 
volunteers looking at middle stone age Venus figurines? 
Eye tracking technology, allowing to measure dwell time on particular features of the 
figurines.

Pufferfish Art
Pufferfish males build and maintain elaborate concentric formations to woo 
females.

Our bodies as canvas: Ochre body paint 

Blombos Cave ochre 70 cya Diepkloof Rock Shelter, Western Cape, South Africa, dated to 60,000 BP.

Blombos Cave ochre and palette 
100 cya

Himba women using ochre and milk fat

Evidence that 100,000 years ago humans were using ochre to paint and paint themselves, likely in 
very similar ways than present day Himba people of Namibia. 
Engraved ostrich egg shells stained with various pigments date back to 60 kya, A panel of mineral 
pigments used by the Koumeyaay Tribe in San Diego County. 
Practice question: What is ochre?  
A mineral (iron rich) pigment found in nature and used for body decoration and painting.



Art as Reliable Costly Indicator of maker or owner…..

Birth of Venus, Sandro Boticelli ~1484 

Comissioned by the Medicis

Making great art is clearly a reliable costly indicator of talent. 
Purchasing and/or commissioning art can have the same function, such as the Medici in 
Renaissance Italy.

Michelangelo 1475-1564
Michelangelo could turn a block of marble into such icons of Human artistic capacity. 
Davide here in Florence is among one the most famous pieces of art. Observers can 
show rather diverse reaction, ranging from unlimited admiration to slight embarrassment 
at the frontal nudity. 
Why David was not carved with a circumcised penis has been an ongoing topic of 
conversation. 
Practice question: Could it be that Michelangelo’s David is actually represented as 
circumcised? 
Yes, with the much more subtle form of original biblical circumcision (involving just the tip 
of the prepuce).

Raphael 1483-1520

Margherita Luti, also known as La 
Fornarina or “the baker’s daughter”. 

Raphael (Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino) was hired by the pope to decorate his 
library.



Leonardo Da Vinci 1452-1519

Salai, The incarnate angel, St John  the Baptist and Mona Lisa?

Leonardo young pupil Salai could have been the inspiration for the Mona Lisa 
(Lisa del Giocondo)

Leonardo Da Vinci 1452-1519

The incarnate angel, St Joh  the Baptoste and Mona lisa

Leonardo descritpion of the anus and “coitus with gears”. Freud interpreted 
Leonardo’s detailed depiction of human sphincters as evidence for Leonardo 
being homosexual….. 
A stretch, as there seemed to have been nothing that did not fascinate 
Leonardo.

Pre-Inca , Moche “Sex Pots” 100-800 CE Moche Sex Pots, Peru, anthropologist argue that these are not pornographic.



What drives art?

Paul Gaugin, Where do we come from? What are we? Where are we going? 

Paul Gaugin lived and died in French Polynesia where he succumbed to Syphilis. The Origins of 
this human bacterial STI remain under intense investigation.

Sex in art, “abartige Kunst”?

Gustav Klimt

Egon Schiele

Nazi-seized artwork exhibited at the Louvre in Paris

Gustav Klimt and Egon Schiele lived and worked in Vienna. Their art was considered degenerate 
by the Nazis.

The Dream of the Fisherman’s wife, Katsuhika Hokusai  (�� ��) 1814

Explicitly sexual/erotic art Hokusai  (1760-1849)  was an immensely famous Japanese artist.



Explicitly sexual/erotic art 950-1050 CE Kajuraho Temple in Northern India

Art as sex or as sexual currency?

Mating Display?

"Women are machines for suffering," Picasso told his mistress Françoise Gilot 
in 1943. Indeed, as they embarked on their nine-year affair, the 61-year-old 
artist warned the 21-year-old student: "For me there are only two kinds of 
women, goddesses and doormats". 

Pablo Picasso was one of the most famous artists of the 20th century. He 
clearly appeared to use the creation of art as a peacock’s train.



Social Commentary

Guernica

He was a great activist against war. This painting depict the bombing of Guernica by 
Hitler’s Luftwaffe at the request of Spanish dictator Franco during the civil war.

Fights over interpretations

“The feminist co-option of her art enraged O’Keeffe, who stated 
emphatically, ‘I am not a woman painter!’ By this time, she was 
already firmly ensconced in the pantheon of American art…and did 
not want her achievement typecast or marginalized in any way…

‘I believe in women making their own living. It will be nice 

when women have equal opportunities and status with 
men so that it is taken as a matter of course.’ 
Georgia O’Keeffe

Georgia O’Keefe’s art included phenomenal paintings of close up views of flowers. 
People (men) interpreted sexual intent into these paintings without asking the artist…… 
By definitions flowers are sexual structures (to attract pollinators). 
Practice question: Georgia O’Keeffe did not paint close ups of flowers to imitate female 
genitals. What have these painting to do with sex irrespective of their similarity to female 
genitals?          Answer: Flowers are sexual structures of plants.

Sapiosexuality?
The mind and its unusual function as a peacock’s train in both sexes for humans? right out of 
Geoff Miller’s “The mating mind”.



Sexual art can be dangerous

A student stuck inside Fernando de la Jara’s “Chacán-Pi” (Making Love) sculpture, Tübingen

Diverse social attitudes towards explicitly sexual art

Nigerian lost wax brass figurines

African art was very influential on many famous western artists, who saw it in museums 
in the large European cities.

Art as Reliable Costly Indicator

It took more than 1,600 artisans in Jingdezhen (the town 
that once made the imperial porcelain for over a 
thousand years), two and a half years to manufacture 
this huge pile of ceramic husks out of the kaolin from 
local mountains. After a striking 30-step procedure, each 
seed, hand-painted and fired at 1,300 degrees, is unique 
and unpredictable. 

Made in China
Fences Make good neighbors

Law of the Journey

Ai Weiwei was detained in China for no clear reason (“economic crimes”). Since 
he left China he has used his artistic fame to call attention to the refugee and 
migrant crises around the world.



Painting, Power and Abuse?

Chuck Close

Close is one of the richest artists alive today, worth approximately $25 million as of 
2014. His work is housed in more than 75 international museum collections, according 
to his CV at the website of the gallery Blum & Poe; these include the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Museum of Modern Art, 
the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York and the Smithsonian Institution. His 
official presidential portrait of Bill Clinton hangs in the Smithsonian’s National Portrait 
Gallery. (Clinton awarded Close a National Medal of Arts in 2000.)  He has been accused 
of sexual harassment by at least two women.

Judith Beheading Holofernes

Artemisia Gentileschi 

- Judith Beheading Holofernes -

Created between 1611 and 1612


The subject takes an episode from the apocryphal Book of Judith in the Old Testament, 
which recounts the assassination of the Assyrian general Holofernes by 
the Israelite heroine Judith. The painting shows the moment when Judith, helped by her 
maidservant, beheads the general after he has fallen asleep drunk. 
Agostino Tassi, Artemisia’s mentor and rapist!

l’origine du Monde, Gustave Courbet 1866 l’origine de la guerre, ORLAN, 1989

Art or Pornography? Depicting nudity and genitals does not seem to automatically fall under the 
definition of pornography. Artists know this and are constantly pushing the 
envelope.



Art Markets Late French-Chinese modern artist super star Zao Wou-Ki (pinyin: Zhào Wújí). 
Zao Wou-Ki's monumental abstract painting “Juin—Octobre 1985” (1985) sold 
for $65 million at Sotheby's Hong Kong in 2018.

Art Business Price ranges for art sold in China, 225 of art pieces range between 1 and 5 million $ 
Global fine art turn over is >15 billion $ comparable to global Cannabis market or 
Youtube. 
Practice question: 
Which other global market is similar in dollar value to the global fine arts market? 
Cannabis or Youtube.

Architects as Stars

Zaha Hadid Maya Lin

Louis Kahn Jean Nouvel

Famous architects from Kahn to Nouvel were and are famous for their 
multiple affairs, so was Zaha Hadid. 




Pop Musicians as Stars

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=enu-qR0H_uk 

Popular culture and especially music has produced many examples of extremely 
famous stars, some of them with astronomical numbers of mating opportunities.

The Music Business, monetizing the fame of others
The commercial success of pop stars are almost always coopted by third 
parties. Non-artists benefit from art more than the artists themselves.

Writers as Stars

Miguel de Cervantes Jane Austen Alexandre Dumas

Charlotte Brontë Leo Tolstoi Li Bai, �� HermanMelville

Virginia Woolf Chinua Achebe J. K. Rowling Salman Rushdie

George Elliot

Rabindranath Tagore

Writers, playwrights, novelists and poets can also become superstars, some 
only after their deaths.



actors, athletes, politicians, activists, 
Popular culture produces many celebrities, with such fame come novel 
opportunities for mate choice.

The Evolution of Religion Belief in supernatural phenomena are a cultural universal: found in all societies described 
around the world.  Personal gods with moralizing values appeared mostly after the 
neolithic, the invention of farming and urban centers seem to have coincided with more 
complex and organized religions with multiple or single gods. Many of these have explicit 
rules about sexual behavior. 
Practice question: Why is it rare for religions to advocate against large families? 
More children help out-competing other religions (cultural selection falling back on 
Darwinian selection.)…

Biological roots of religion?
Belief in god varies very strongly between the general US population and scientists and 
philosophers. A couple of important points: Even among the elite scientists there are 7% that 
report a belief in God. It is hard to argue that the 93% of non-believing elite scientists or 85% of 
philosophers with Ph.D.s are less moral or upright than their religious counterparts or the general 
American public.



Business and Commerce

�
Yang

�

Yin

� �Yuan

Religions the world over have strong economic dimensions. Many Religions use 
some of their revenue to good, but the true scope of revenue is usually kept 
secret. 
As one of my favorite American philosophers used to say “God loves you, and 
he needs money!”

Religion and Celibacy

Hindu Sadhu Carmelite nunsBuddhist monk

Orthodox Christian monks

Catholic priests

Sufism

Shinto Miko Daoist hermits Jain monks

Not only do most religions have their own rules guiding or imposing sexual 
behavior on believers and sometimes the whole society. Many religions have 
devout minorities that attempt to live asexual lives through vows of celibacy and 
chastity.

Attempts at cutting sex out of life

Egon Schiele

Sexual urges, for good reasons, are among the strongest natural urges of 
humans.  



Sexual abuse by religious figures
Priests, rabbis, imams, monks gurus, zen abbots, and shamans apparently often abuse 
their power for sexual access or even abuse. 
The catholic church with its priest celibacy continues to be mired in child sex abuse 
cases more recently several evangelical churches have been in the news. Apparently, 
vows of celibacy, combined with religious power can lead to systematic sexual abuse.

Religious reproductive Oppression/Control
In the hyper-catholic south of Switzerland, priests were vehemently opposed to midwifes 
who were teaching Fernand Lamaze’s methods of less painful birthing. They argued that 
God wanted women to suffer during childbirth as a price of their original sin. The 
Catholic and several other churches deny women the right to be priests, which is an 
age-old form of sexual discrimination. Many have argued that this should disqualify 
these institutions from tax-exempt status.

Religious sexual Oppression/Control Strong and dogmatic opposition to homosexual marriage united unlikely allies, 
from fundamentalist right-wing American Christians to ISIS, Taliban and socialist 
African Heads of State.



Selling Religious Sex back to Europeans

Bhagvan Shree Rajneesh (Osho)

A former philosophy professor stablished a world-wide cult by selling sexual 
literation back to the West. He was jailed in the US after some of his disciples 
perpetrated the first biological attack by contamination salad bars i an Organ 
city with lab grown salmonella. His cult took a hit but still lives on see for 
example http://www.oshosandiego.com/swamiarunjuy2017/ 

Art and religious beliefs are both important parts of the human cultural niche.

Summary

There have been many attempts to explain the survival and or adaptive value of 
both.

Cultural evolution generates phenomena that cannot always simply be reduced 
to ‘adaptive stories”, culture can create its own dynamic.

Sex and sexuality are central topics in art and religion.

Several non-human animals create structures that bear striking similarities to 
human art.

Art and religion are certainly both frequently utilized for sexual purposes, but it 
does not follow that those are their only purposes.

The oldest human figurative art is younger than 40 000 years old and includes 
many small representations of women.

Art and religion both offer opportunities for personal fame and power. These can 
be exploited for economic gain and sexual access including abuse of others.


